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the expense involved. A program of expansion or improve-
ment of unusual clarity lists changes, new equipment, sup-
plies, books, and other teaching materials needed (1) for the
current year, (2) for the following year, and (3) for the
future. Costs and descriptions or specifications for each item
should accompany an over-all budget estimated by the teach-
ers. Prices are of value to administrators because the number
of low-cost items required in a home-style laboratory, un-
priced, often distracts attention from the larger pieces of
equipment.
Changes and new equipment need not be elaborate, but
should be suited to the use to be made of the living center;
therefore, they must be adaptable.
Many levels of living will be found in most communities.
The educator who measures satisfactory teaching by the
growth which occurs in pupils will therefore strive to have
the school environment approximate desirable and attainable
home-living standards in the local community.
The entire interior of the school should be designed in-
formally, the character of each room being determined by the
kind of life that is likely to take place there. One sixth grade
building is recalled where the large square entrance hall was
designed as a home living room, with a spacious wood fire-
place at one side, and bookcases, easy chairs, tables, and sofas
at opposite sides. One can easily picture the social gatherings
of the school held there.
The school that can have no separate home-living room
needs some kind of home-living center in each classroom.
This might be the corner in the early primary room where the
"house" is constructed by the children, and is supplemented
by a hot-plate, sink, and portable kitchen for supplies. Such
a plan is -a makeshift, but it is better than none. Books on
family life might be among the books, bright pottery, and
dishes on the low shelves built on one side of the classroom.
A home-living room where the intermediate and upper ele-
mentary groups carry on more elaborate projects would then
supplement the classroom equipment.

